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Tools and Data at Your
Fingertips
In today’s evolving digital world, the
most competitive companies are
connecting to tools and data like
never before with IDC Metri’s
extensive database, automated
platform and leading experts and
analysts.

Did you know that...

90%

of IT suppliers operate at
maturity level 1 or 2 (out
of 5) with regard to their
Estimation & Performance
Measurement processes

200%

cost and schedule overrun
is not unlikely if the
estimates are too
optimistic

95%

of clients choose the
cheapest bidder without
finding out how realistic
the estimate is
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Introduction
Most IT organizations are curious whether their delivered
performance meets the goals and expectations of the business or
organization. We regularly receive questions about performance
from both business and technology teams. For example, they want to
measure productivity of software development, monitor KPIs or help
identify improvement or competitive opportunities.
But what is productivity? Is someone who starts their day at 6
a.m. and switches off the lights at 6 p.m. more productive than a
colleague who begins at 9 a.m. and leaves at 4 p.m.? Maybe or
maybe not. Productivity is what is produced for the effort
worked.
Productivity is the relationship between efficiency and
effectiveness where an organization converts effort into results,
and it's a key ﬁgure that clariﬁes that relationship.
Its universal definition is output divided by the input. In software
development, for example, this is number of units of produced
divided by number of hours effort.

In many industries, this is one of the most important metrics to
measure. In IT, however, people usually don't know how to
measure the productivity of software development, management
or DevOps teams objectively and in a standardized way.
Managers often need this but can’t. The reason is that measuring
input (hours) is relatively easy compared to measuring the
output of software development (functionality, stability, etc.) in a
standardized, objective way. The output of software
development teams should be “Business Value”. But what is
Business Value, and how is it measured?
IDC Metri is an expert in the ﬁeld of measuring and
benchmarking productivity: delivering as much Business Value
(output) in as few hours as possible (input), while ensuring
sufficient quality so the end-user’s requirements are met.
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The Market
In recent years, many organizations have switched from a
Waterfall method to an Agile method of software development,
mostly scrum.
Agile has many advantages, but also some very important
disadvantages.
For example, professional Cost Estimation techniques can be
weak causing poor understanding of team performance.
This is important because one of the pillars of the Agile
Manifesto is “Responding to change over following a plan.” This
means while product owners and teams are more opportunistic
in pivoting to address project or business change, there can be
more unpredictable software delivery. For example, it often
happens that the same feature is built and adjusted multiple
times. This can drive costs higher while delivering only a portion
of the desired product due to budget constraints.

It's not without reason that many CxOs are dissatisﬁed with the
lack of control over their Agile teams. They don't know when
what functionality will be ready and against what cost. This can
be compounded when using 3rd-party or external teams who do
not necessarily have the same goals as the sponsoring
organization and usually work on a Time & Materials basis; they
have no intrinsic driver to improve performance.
This means that the difficulty lies in estimating the amount of
functionality that is ready at speciﬁc times and with what quality.
Only by using professional ‘Software Cost Estimation’ techniques,
preferably estimated by certiﬁed Software Cost Estimators, can
one get a realistic picture of the product readiness and when the
intended number of sprints and budget are spent.
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Story Points vs. Objective Measurement

Story Points Explained

With Agile the use of story points has increased and
become more popular. Product story point delivery
is a measure of productivity (called “Velocity”). Story
points are a relative and subjective measure of
effort: the team estimates the work a certain
backlog item requires compared to a certain
reference story with a ﬁxed number of points. This
can be effective as an assessment tool within a
team, but how are these story points determined?
See the explanation in the box.

Teams often use a method called Planning Poker to assign story points to certain
backlog items.
The idea is that people ﬁnd it difficult to estimate absolute things, but can easily
estimate relatively (“the left tower is higher than the right tower, but I cannot
estimate how high it is”). Take the following ﬁgure as an example: Is a bus really
making just as much effort as a car and a scooter?

To objectively measure productivity, an unbiased
scale or measurement stick is needed.
To learn more visit www.idc.com/idcmetri
Story points do not measure size, but a measurement of effort. Story points estimate
the amount of work compared to each other but don’t estimate the absolute size of
something. In contrast, an objective, repeatable, veriﬁable, and defensible ‘unit of
measurement’ is required to establish management information.
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Measuring Team
Performance

It is necessary to take two measurements of an application to determine Team Performance: one at
the start of a release and another at the end of the release. Project size is determined by international
standard, Enhanced Function Points (EFP), which looks at the added functionality and also the
changed and removed functionality.
The following four standard metrics are used here:

Productivity
hours spent per EFT

Cost Efficiency
costs per EFP

Velocity
EFP per month

These team performance metrics are made available in a dashboard and compared to market averages.

Project Quality
defects per EFP
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Ops - Baseline vs actual cost

Because these metrics are based on an international
standard (EFP), they can be used to benchmark
teams and against industry metrics.
Following trends for each team is feasible allowing
for course corrections and targets to address
performance.
Dev - Baseline vs actual cost

Additionally, these metrics may be included in thirdparty contracts to ensure supplier performance. This
promotes suppliers to staff with better developers to
meet the quality metrics of the contract.
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Through periodic measurement, it's possible to assess the realized cost savings when
compared against the baseline measurement.

Technical debt

To learn more visit www.idc.com/idcmetri

Cumulative cost savings in ops and
development
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The Importance of Quality
Productivity is paramount to companies; they’re
competing heavily in offering new functionality to its
users.
In addition to productivity, the product quality
dimension must be remembered. A team can be very
productive but still deliver poor quality.
Delivering low quality initially appears to save money,
but compounds a higher Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
and becomes more expensive to maintain.
Due to an Agile method, customers often negotiate
Time & Material-based contracts with suppliers. T&M
reduces the performance incentives for suppliers. Both
the productivity of these teams and the quality of the
supplied code is often poor.
Developer tools miss ﬁnding these defects, because it
requires analysis at a system level.
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How IDC Metri Can Help
With IDC Metri's Agile Value Management, every measurement in
a detailed overview is given of the trends in risks and the quality
of the application. Key metrics are:
Maintainability - How maintainable is the application? This has
a major effect on the Total Cost of Ownership.
Robustness - How stable is the application? What is the chance
of P1 incidents?
Security – What is the risk of Security breaches?
Efficiency – Which statements in the code ensure lower
efficiency and higher costs?
Changeability – How simple or difficult is it to implement
changes?
Transferability – How easy is it to onboard new team members
or transfer the application to another party?
Technical Debt – What would it cost to eliminate all risks in the
application?

This is performed through a system level analysis based on
international standards and best practices.

The standardized metrics help to identify the better performing
teams versus their underperforming peers. This enables best
practice sharing between teams. Based on IDC Metri
engagements, continuous monitoring of team performance
delivers a minimum of 30% productivity gains in most teams.
The service ensures that:
Management level insight is gained into the performance of
the teams and their trends, so that targeted actions become
possible.
Productivity and other performance metrics become
comprehensible and improve.
The quality of the applications improves, and the risks are
reduced.
Maintenance costs are reduced due to fewer incidents and
faster resolution times.
Developers are given improved insight into critical violations
(CVEs) in their application, the location in the code, the
reason why these are CVEs and the possible ways to solve
them. This makes targeted improvement possible, and the
developers learn and become better.
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About IDC Metri
This publication was produced by IDC, a premier global provider of
market intelligence, advisory services, and events for the information
technology, telecommunications, and consumer technology markets.
IDC Metri brings market driven consulting solutions to modern
technology challenges.

Turn IT Facts
to Value

IDC Metri advises organizations on how to get value from its IT function. Among other
things, IDC Metri serves buyers and suppliers by validating the IT budgets and
comparing them with the market (benchmarking), resolving sourcing issues with
substantiation through business cases and supporting rationalization processes of the
application landscape.
Recognizing our duty to preserve objectivity, integrity and independence in the
creation and dissemination of our research and analysis, we are committed to
avoiding bias and conﬂicts of interest.
IDC Metri has an exclusive partnership with CAST Software to provide the Source Code
analytics solutions Highlight and Application Intelligence Platform (AIP) services.

